RULE AND REGULATION NO. 92-4
Division of Water
Department of Public Utilities

SUBJECT: Final Readings

Date: April 9, 1992

THIS RULE AND REGULATION SUPERSEDES NO. 90-3

Effective immediately, it will be required that Division of Water personnel be given permission to enter a premise in order to read the inside meter when a final reading has been requested.

This is necessary to ensure new owners and tenants of starting their water account with a correct inside reading. The customer leaving the property will also benefit by being provided a confirmed accurate final bill.

If an appointment is scheduled and Division of Water personnel are unable to secure an inside meter reading, a notice will be left stating that if we cannot read the inside meter within 21 days, water service will be discontinued. A notice will also be sent to the customer concerning the termination of service.

If there is a difference in readings between the inside meter and outside reader, the previous customer will be held liable for the consumption difference.
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